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GENERAL HERMANN BALCK: BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

He was one of our most brilliant leaders of armor;
indeed, if Manstein was Germany's greatest strate-

9? gist during World War II, I think Balck has strong
claims to be regarded as our finest field commander.

Major General F.W. von Mellenthin
Panzer Battles 1956

Balck was born on 7 December 1893 in Danziglangfuhr in Prussia. He

is the descendant of a Finnish family that migrated from Sweden in the

- -- year 1120. His father was a Lieutenant General with the highest World

War I decoration for valor, a noted writer on strategy and tactics, and

a member of the Imperial Prussian General Staff.

In the'spring of 1913 Balck joined the Goslar Rifles as a cadet. In

February 1914 he was posted to the Hanoverian Military College and in

August 1914 he entered combat in World War I with his parent unit.

From 1914 to 1919 he served with his battalion, a mountain infantry

unit, as a company officer and company commander on the Western, Eastern,

" - Italian, and Balkan Fronts. At one period he led a combat patrol behind

Russian lines, where it operated for several weeks. During the war he

* was awarded the Iron Cross First Class while still an ensign, and was

wounded 7 times.

In 1922 he requested transfer to the 18th Cavalry Regiment at Stuttgart,

and served with that unit for 12 years. During this time he also had two

General Staff tours and twice refused invitations to become a General

* - Biographical information extracted from von Mellenthin's German

Generals of World War II and Panzer Battles.

*- This biographical sketch uses U.S. equivalent ranks.

•11.
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Staff officer. His next assignments were as personnel staff officer of

the 3rd Infantry Division and then commander of the newly-established

bicycle battalion at Tilsit, East Prussia, which was part of the 1st

Cavalry Brigade.

Promoted to Lieutenant Colonel in 1938, he was transferred to a post

in Guderian's newly-formed Inspectorate of Mobile Troops at the Army High

Command in Berlin. This Inspectorate had responsibility for armor, motor-

ized infantry, and cavalry. He was in this assignment at the outbreak of

World War II, and during the Polish campaign he oversaw the reorganization

and refitting of the panzer divisions.

Then, in October 1939, he was assigned to command the 1st Motorized

Infantry Regiment of the 1st Panzer Division in Guderian's Panzer Corps.

On 13 May 1940, Balck's regiment forced a crossing of the Meuse River to

spearhead Guderian's breakthrough of the French fortifications at Sedan.

Mid-May found him temporarily in command of the 1st Panzer Regiment of

* his division, and he continued in combat until the fall of France at the

end of June.

On Balck's suggestion, after Sedan, German tanks and infantry were

employed in mixed battle groups, a significant development in the doctrine

of armored warfare. Until that time infantry and armored regiments were

employed separately.

After the French campaign, he was assigned to command the 3rd Panzer

Regiment of the 2nd Panzer Division. In April 1941 his division broke

through the Metaxis Line in Greece to occupy Salonika. Placed in command

of a panzer battle group, Balck outflanked the British Corps rearguard at

the ensuing key battle of Mount Olympus, demonstrating a remarkable capa-

bility to handle armor in seemingly impassable mountainous terrain. He

had recently been promoted to colonel.



After the Greek campaign he was given command of the 2nd Panzer

F Brigade for a short time. In July 1941 he became "Economy Commissioner"

in the Office of the Director of Army Equipment within the Ministry of
War. His job was to make up for Eastern Front losses in vehicles, and

during the next 4 months he stripped 100,000 unnecessary vehicles and

their personnel from other unit Tables of Organization and Equipment (TOE)

and provided them to the combat forces.
K-.

In November 1941 Balck was appointed Inspector of Mobile Troops

(Guderian's position in 1938) at Army High Command, and he visited the

Eastern Front to inspect the forces stalled in front of Moscow and

reported on their condition to Hitler. He remained in this position

until May 1942, when he returned to combat.

He took command of the llth Panzer Division, participating in

battles at Voronezh, the Chir River, Tatsinskaya, and Manichskaya. He

pioneered the use of "fire brigade" tactics, in which he moved his

division rapidly to a point of penetration, usually by overnight forced

march, and destroyed the breakthrough by envelopment or attack on the

flank or in the rear. At Tatsinskaya his division encircled and wiped

out a Russian tank corps, and in another action defeated a Russian shock

. army. In January 1943 Balck was promoted to Lieutenant General, awarded

Swords to his Knights' Cross, and briefly given command of the Gross

Deutschland Division until May 1943.

After home leave, in September 1943 he temporarily replaced the com-

mander of the 14th Panzer Corps, taking over just before the Salerno

landings. During the ensuing invasion landings, in which he opposed

General Clark's Fifth Army, he was injured in a crash in his command

observation plane.

In November 1943, after Balck recovered from his injuries, Field

Marshal von Manstein assigned him to command the 48th Panzer Corps in

. ..dm n alu nn. . . . . . .., ". .. .
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the critical battles at Kiev, Radomyshl, and Tarnopol - battles in which

his corps was responsible for the virtual destruction of 3 Russian

armies and the disruption of others.

From 1 August to 20 September 1944 he commanded the 4th Panzer Army.

His counterattack in the Baranov area brought the Russian offensive in

the great bend of the Vistula to a halt. For this achievement he was

awarded the Diamond Clasp to his Knight's Cross by Hitler.

On 21 September 1944 he was appointed Commander-In-Chief of Army

Group G in Alsace on the Western Front. There he conducted delaying

and defensive operations against the US Third (Patton) and Seventh

Armies, and the Free French First Army, in the areas of Metz, Strasbourg,

and Belfort, succeeding in his mission to help buy time and conserve

resources for the German Ardennes Offensive. In the third week of

December 1944 he was relieved of this command by Hitler and reassigned as

Commander-In-Chief of the Sixth German Army with two Hungarian armies also

under him.

At the end of the war he surrendered his troops in Austria to US XX

Corps Commander Major General McBride to avoid their capture by the

Russians. He remained in captivity until 1947. During that time, he

elected to not contribute to the US Historical Division series of

interviews and monographs. Balck kept a combat diary from August 1914

to May 1945 which he is now working into a book to be published in

Germany in June, 1979 and subsequently in the United States.

-° .5
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r7 TRANSLATION OF TAPED CONVERSATION WITH

GENERAL HERMANN BALCK, 12 JAT.)'RY 1979

Introductory Note: The following trans-

lation attempts to preserve, as accurately

as possible, both the detailed content and

the style of General Balck's conversation.

*In the interests of clarity, the questions

have been consolidated and condensed;

General Balck's answers have been translated

in their entirety, with the exception of a

few anecdotes and some incidental remarks.

- . w r * ** e .... * * -... . -... *
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Q: In previous conversations you spoke of the lack of

effect of Russian air in the fighting on the Eastern Front.

However, you also said that it was better not to drive on

the main roads in order to avoid air attack. How do you

explain this apparent difference in your assessment of

the effects of air?

A. Let me give you en example. Behind my corps there

was a second corps supporting me. At the last moment this

corps was taken away, and I was given its two panzer

divisions. I ordered the division on the right to make a

cross country march to come up to my flank, which the

A Russian division did quickly and well. The division on the left,

air atackwhich was also supposed to come forward to ciean up the

left flank, was ordered to move cross country through

some wooded terrain and, specifically, to stay off the

main road running through its area of responsibility.

I forbade the division commander to use this road because

on it he might be torn up by Russian air. But this division

commander had the bright thought that if he used the road

he would be able to advance faster. He did so, and got

- badly mauled by an air attack.

It's interesting to note, incidently, that this fellow

was a highly rated General Staff officer. Clever, but un-

fortunately not very practical. So we are always brought

back to the fact that cleverness is a curse. Clausewitz

once said, "Man needs a harmony of strengths." Unfortunately,
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Weakness of our General Staff system caused a great deal of harm by

Genierlstf placing one-sided emphasis on cleverness alone.*

Q: If air attack mau led this division, wouldn 't one have

to conclude that Russian air was reasonably effective?

A: Russian air attacks were occasionally effective, but

Effecti-zveness only when competently executed. In general, Russia is so
of Russian large, her terrain is so flat, and her roads are so easy
air

to get off that one could always evade or side step an air

attack. Overall, the German divisions weren't particularly

afraid of the Russian air forces.

Q: Could one say that neither the Russian air nor the

German air forces were very important in the outcome of

the war on the Eastern Front?

A: I wouldn't go quite that far. First of all, our Luft-

waffe personnel were far better than the Russian personnel.

The Luftwaffe was very well led, and its attacks were sharp

and well integrated with the ground operations. Throughout

the war I experimented with ways to advance the tactical

use of air forces.

*-General Balck elsewhere explained that his objection
was not to General Staff Corps officers as staff officers
with troops but rather with General Staff Corps as an
entry way to command.
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* . I'll give you one example. I had a force of Russian

tanks that quietly infiltrated into a village to the rear

Air-ground of my corps. In order to get them out, I worked out a
*cooperative combined air-ground attack using both dive bombers and

tactics
tanks. The attack was so well coordinated that the last

bombs fell just as the first tank broke into the village.

As a result, the rest of the assault on the village was

simple and quick.

You know, the timing was so close in this attack that

a bomb fell 5 meters in front of the regimental commander's

tank. Naturally, he was not so enthusiastic about air

participation.

Q: No one can question that there were individual examrples

of effective attacks by air forces. However, on average

and across the front, v.ould you say that the movement of

the troops on either side was seriously inhibited by air

attacks?

Effectiveness A: Even though we occasionally got ourselves into stupid

ai Rusa situations, in general we were able to move pretty much

wherever we wanted to.

* Q: Was this true of the Russians also?

Effectiveness A: Yes. After all, Russia is so large and flat.
of German air

You know, the Russian's main problem is quite different.

His difficulty is his own inertia and sluggishness.
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On the other hand, the great strength of the Russian

is his ability to fall back on primitive methods. A good

Last ditch example of this was in front of Moscow where the Russian
defense of
Moscow -use Army, although it was in bad shape, took great masses of

of mi-nes men, gave each one a mine, threw in a few tanks, and launched

them. Even if large masses of them were killed in the pro-

cess, it didn't much matter to the Russians. In this fashion,

they were able to put us, a modern army with the latest equip-

ment, in a hellish position.

I later used the same primitive methods, based on skill-

ful use of mines, against the Americans on the Western Front.

As you know, when I took over the Army Group sector from

Using low Metz to Belfort, I was given the last dregs: sick troops
grade troops
for mtnelaying with stomach trouble, etc.. It was useless to use these

people at the front. Some I used to man the fortress at

Metz, where they held out for about the five days that I had an-

ticipated. After the five days, they fell into the hands

of the Americans where they were relatively well off. The

rest of my sick troops I converted into minelaying battalions.

I said to myself, "If I distribute the mines to the

regiments, then each regiment will get perhaps 100 to 120

Need for cen- mines, and they will be used only for the regiment's self-

ofa cinro defense. Operationally, that's insanity." Instead, from

employment Army Group level, I directed the layout of mine fields.



The mine fields consisted of a few real mines and lots of

dummy mines. Using the dummy mines, and the otherwise

useless troops from the hospital, I was able to keep the

whole defense together and to seriously slow down Patton.

It all worked beautifully. After all, when a tank moves

out and sees signs of mines, he can't know whether they're

* fake or real. So he's got to stop and get the mine field

cleared, even if it has lots of dummy mines. Of course,

the dummies have to have a bit of metal in them in order

to ring the mine detectors.

It worked brilliantly. I would never have been able

Mi-nes imade to slow the American attack -- and consequently our own
possible the Ardennes offensive would never have taken place -- if I

* - Ardennes
attack had not used mines in this way.

Mines are always emplaced in the wrong way. Commanders

have a natural tendency to lay them in a thin belt in front

of their outposts. That's wrong, because the enemy will simply

Right and come up on them and clear them at the first opportunity. The

wog mine right way to use mines is to lay them in great depth inside

your own position -- behind your own front screening forces.

1.- That way, the enemy's forward troops can't even get at the

mines without a substantial effort. You have to make him

fight for the outpost positions in front of the mines. After

all, that doesn't matter, because eventually you'll have to
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fight, and it might as well be there as further back.

Anyhow, once you've forced him to work his way slowly

Mines force into the mine field, you know exactly where his point of
enemy to
reveal main effort is. Then you can eat (envelop) him up with

intentions your mobile reserves. With this tactic, I had great suc-

cess against the Russians at Galicia, as well as against

the Americans on the Western Front.

Rivers have to be defended in the same way. Half your

Rivers are to forces have to be forward of the river, half behind. If
~be used like

b mines you defend from only one side of the river, the enemy drives

up with his equipment, crosses the river where he wants, and

then he's on top of you. On the other hand, if you put out

4" defenses forward of the river then he has to clear you away

just to get to the river and maybe he can't even reach the

place he picked. Thus, you place obstacle after obstacle

in his way.

Mines wasted The key thing with mines is to always control their
L without""tht emplacement centrally. If the mines are just given to the

central
control

* - In a previous conversation General Balck added that if

one defends astride a river with beachheads on the far bank,
. the enemy may choose to attack and cross between the beach-

heads. If he does, he can then be enveloped from the rear
from the beachheads.

.o

'p.

4-."
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troops, every man will put them where it makes him feel

secure. And then the enemy will come some other way with-

out ever hitting any of the locally-scattered minefields.

4.. The strength of mine warfare is that dummy mines are

Dwnmyj mines almost as effective as real ones. If you have only 1,000
are as effect-

ive a real mines, you can lay 50,000 fake mines and still get almost
ones as much effect as 50,000 real mines. If the enemy gets

bold and decides you're laying nothing but fake mines, you

have to make sure he hits a few real ones.

Q: Whzat was the real effect of American air in your ex-

perience as com~ander of an Army Group on the Western Front?

Did the American air, which by that time had reached nearly

peak strength, really inhibit the movements of your troops?

A: First of all, you must understand that on the entire

Army Group front, which extended from Metz to Belfort, the

number of sorties per day usually available to us was zero.

In contrast, the Americans typically put up 1,200 sorties

Effects of per day. In general the results were this: If the weather
U.S. air in hindered the American air forces, then we moved freely. If
A leace

L the weather was good, we had to move through woods or wait

for night. We had lots of woods in our area, and within

2~~. these areas could do as we wished, even in daytime.

16
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On the other hand, where the terrain was open, at some

critical moments we couldn't move at all -- if the weather

was clear. After all, the open countryside was being

farmed intensively, with ditches, fences, and walls, and

Roadside so you couldn't get off the roads once you were found by
terrain deter-
mines air air. That was very different from Russia, where you could
effectiveness almost always get off the roads quickly to avoid an air

attack.

Q: What was your role at Salerno, and can you tell us a

little about your experiences there?

A: At the time of Salerno, I already had my division command

Balck at experience on the Eastern Front behind me, and I was given

Salernomy first corps level command in the area around Salerno, in-

cluding Naples unfortunately. Actually Naples caused me as

much trouble as the mericans.

My corps of five divisions was facing General Clark and

his 5th Army. As Clark says in his book, the whole Salerno

landing hung by a thread: At the critical moment of the

defense against the landings, I crashed in my liaison air-

craft, and consequently was laid up for several days.

*21
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Under my instructions, the corps scraped together all

the assets they had -- leaving only a few outposts to hold

Kthe defensive positions -- in order to have the local force

superiority needed for a decisive strike against the Allied

beachhead. Unfortunately, the critical but decimated 16th

Panzer Division was stopped by two American musical band

units that had just had rifles thrust in their hands. This
would not have happened if I had been able to command from

the point of action.

Q: You know, of course, that General Clark was considering

pulling out of the beachhead because things were going so

* badly for the Allied landing?

U.S. radio A: Yes I knew that. We overheard him talking about pull-
*security ing out on our tactical intercept radios.

Q: What about the influence of American tactical air on

the action around Salerno?

A: There was a tremendous influence of American air on

Effectiv.eness our forces at Salerno. The American air forces were handled

of U.. air brilliantly, and the terrain helped a good deal. The roadsat Salerno
were narrow mountain roads, and it was impossible to get

off them when under attack.

F- . .. - - * - . . * ' * . ... u.p *. *.
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As long as the American aircraft were still based as

Criticality Of far away as Sicily, their response time was too slow and
nearby basing

and hortwe continued to be able to move and operate on the ground.
response time When the air fields moved in close to the front at Salerno,

it became impossible for us to move during the day.

We made two enormous mistakes at Salerno. First of

all, Field Marshal Kesseiring didn't build air fields near

Naples because he didn't want to disturb the local Italian
U. S. air agriculture. As a result, our German aircraft were in stor-
unopposed at
Salerno age, and were destroyed on the ground by the American Air

Forces. Secondly, some silly ass on the staff of one of

my divisions, without my knowledge, ordered loudspeakers

installed at all the strong points of the defense. These

loudspeakers were intended to order the Americans to sur-

render as they landed. The American troops might have

laughed themselves to death when they heard the loudspeakers

but I can imagine no other possible effect.

Q: Later in the war, was American air at Metz as effective

as at Salerno? Were you as hindered in movement at Metz as

you were at Salerno?

A: Yes. Movement was perhaps even more difficult at Metz

than at Salerno.

2U-
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Q: What had more effect on your troops and your tactical

movements -- bombing or strafing?

A: You must remember that bombing has two effects: a posi-

tive effect and a betraying effect. I first learned at
Salerno to always have a daily bombing map made up when

LBombing facing American air. If you saw the bombs falling in a
bnetis certain pattern, you knew where the next action would occur

and could adjust your own forces to counter the move. Later

on in France, this betraying effect of bombing continued

unchanged. It was more reliable than almost every other

form of intelligence concerning the enemy. Clearly what's

needed is some skillful way to mask the intentions revealed

by bombing.

You can add to bombing information the information

U. S. war given away by journalists who always talked 24 hours too

ascorepofnt early. By listening to their reports, using our tactical
intelligence intercept radios, we could know exactly what was happening

on the American side.

Our tactical intercept radios worked very well. On the

* Eastern Front, it was as if we were all in the same family

Lack of Soviet with the Russians. The Russians often come apart when

rado scur-ty dealing with technical matters such as radio security. As

far back as the battle of Tannenburg in World War I, where

my father was Chief of Field Telegraphy, every day we had

the Russian orders well in advance.
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Q: Could you tell us some of the aspects of German mili-

tary tradition that created a particularly fertile ground

for the ideas of blitzkrieg and panzer warfare?

A: That was a development that goes back over hundreds of

years. You need to see Prussia's situation in Europe,

first of all. Prussia was a small country surrounded by

Pr~ussian superior forces. Therefore, we had to be more skillful
origin of
blitzkrieg and more swift than our enemies. That started perhaps

with Frederick the Great at the Battle of Leuthen where he

defeated, and defeated thoroughly, a force of Austrians

about twice as big as his own. In addition to being more

clever than our opponents, we Prussians also needed to be

able to mobilize much more quickly than our enemies.

These ideas were then further developed by Clausewitz

and then by Schlieffen. Schlieffen wanted above all to

bring home the lessons of the battle of Cannae. My father

Schlieffen 'a criticized Schlieffen for one-sided overemphasis on the

one-idedess strategy of envelopment. My father believed that both

breakthrough and envelopment had to be equally emphasized.

He gave a lecture publicly criticizing Schlieffen for this

one-sidedness, and as a consequence was thrown out of the

General Staff. Actually, this made him quite happy, be-

cause he was a fine leader of troops.

%.
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Schieffen was tremendously important in the develop-

ment of German military thought, much more so than say

SchZieffen and von Moltke. He concentrated on means of achieving effective
WWI C(3) control of the army in battle, which was unbelievably dif-

ficult in the era of the mass armies. With the mass armies

it was thought to be no longer possible for a commander to

lead from the front or from the point of action. Telephony

- had to be used to control the mass army, and therefore the

commander had to attempt to influence the battle from a

desk at the rear connected with his troops by telephone.

Actually, to have made real progress in command of units

during World War I would have required a completely different

organization of communications. Communications would have

* had to have been subordinated directly to the General Staff

instead of having been made a separate branch or inspectorate,

as it was in World War 1.

The decisive breakthrough into modern military thinking

Guderian's came with Guderian, and it consisted not only of a break-

totreutin through in armor weapons but also a breakthrough in the

communicat ions weapon.

As an aside, Guderian was constantly involved in battles

with everybody else. He was very hard to get along with, and

it's a tribute to the German Army, as well as to Guderian's own

remarkable abilities, that he was able to rise as high as he

did within the German Army.
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His breakthrough in signals was in part, of course, an

outcome of his World War I experience as signal officer of

the 5th Cavalry Division, which had a very poor division

commander. Due to poor leadership, one battalion and

Guderian's signal section were completely wiped out in an

attack by the French. In his after-action report, Guderian

accused his division commander of personal falsification.

Guderian's report went directly to the division commander,

and also to my father, who was the division commander's

superior. As soon as my father saw the report, he instantly

transferred Guderian to be signals officer in the 4th Army.

In any case, Guderian made two very important contri-

butions in the area of panzer warfare communications. The

first contribution was to add a fifth man, a radio operator,

Guderian's and a radio to each tank in the tank division. This allowed
commnications both small and large tank iunits to be commanded and maneuvered
critical to
blitzkrieg with a swiftness and flexibility that no other army was able

success to match. As a result, our tanks were able to defeat tanks

that were quite superior in firepower and armor.

Guderian's second contribution was to give the panzer

division a signal organization that allowed the division com-

mander to command from any point within the division.

I always commanded my panzer division in the following

manner. I always located my Chief of Staff in a headquarters

to the rear. I commanded from the front by radio and could

J. . . . .. .. . .. .
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thus always be at the most critical point of action. I

Commanding would transmit my commands to the Chief of Staff, and then

providefon it was up to him to make sure that they were passed on to
* decisive the right units and that the right actions were taken. The

advantage result was to give us a fantastic superiority over the divi-

sions facing us.

When Guderian first tried to explain the concept and

organization of the panzer division to General Fritsch who

was the Chief of the General Staff at that time, Fritsch

asked him, "And how do you intend to control this division?",

and Guderian answered, "From the front using radio!"

Fritsch replied, "Nonsense. The only way to command a

division is from a desk at the rear, using telephone."

Q: Wasn't there anybody on the German side in World War I

who saw that leading from the rear was a serious mistake?

A: Yes, Ludendorff recognized the tremendous error of

trying to command from the rear, and in fact, in the spring

of 1918 he issued a very famous order that was part of the

new infiltration tactics of 1918, and this was an order con-

Attempts to cerning command. He ordered all division commanders in the

comman from coming offensives to command from the front lines on horse-
the front
in WWI back. Where this was done, it had a tremendous success.

In fact, it had two effects: one tactical and one political.

Naturally, the divisions that were led from the front had

much greater tactical success than the others. But interest-

ingly enough, those same divisions were the ones that suffered

.,f*. *%* .. . * *.~ ....-.r,;. ..*x;..* .. . .. ... .. .V
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no mutinies during the upheavals of 1918.

This is just another example of the fact that strategy,

tactics, and politics all have to work hand in hand. After

Technology all, war is never a technical problem only, and if in pur-
alone is

wortlesssuing technical solutions you neglect the psychological and

the political, then the best technical solutions will be

worthless.

Q: Aecertainly agree on the value of commanding from the

frc .:; the tremendous effect of a commander who leads

fr - the front haa to be seen to be believed.

A: Sure. In World War II, at Sedan, my combat leaders told

me that they were finished -- that they just simply couldn't

advance anymore, and I said "Fine. Whoever wants to stay

here can sta, here. I'm leading the attack on the next

village," and of course, the entire regiment sprang up as

one man to follow me.

Q: What effect did the World War I infiltration tactics

have on the development of panzer warfare?

A: As you know, the machine gun and barbed wire dominated

most of World War I and that's why there were no decisive

battles except in Russia where there was plenty of room.

- ..
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Well, this dominance of the defensive weapons was broken

just at the end of the war by the tank and the mortar --

and that completely overturned the overall tactics of World

War I. A tremendous number of our officers in World War II

failed because they wanted to continue leading as they had

in World War I. The attack had regained an unbelievable

advantage over the defense.

There is one more very important chapter that I would

like to discuss. When we advanced on Moscow, the general

opinion, including my own, was that if we take Moscow the

war will be ended. Looking back in the light of my subse-

Capturing quent experience, it now seems clear that it simply would
Moscow would

not have have been the beginning of a new war. The Russians would

defeated have switched from modern warfare to the most primitive and
Russia

ancient means of warfare. After all, they had plenty of

room to run all the way back into the vastness of Siberia,

and they could have started a partisan war that would have

cost us such large forces that our invasion would not have

succeeded.
a

I do not believe that the Russians would start a major

Russians technical war against us today. Instead, I believe that they
" likely to

avoid war and are prepared to wage economic warfare against us, warfare

use other through proxies, and partisan warfare. By these means they
means

will be able to place us in the midst of terrible dilemmas.
L.

I would like to add another matter that I believe is of

great importance. And that is the importance of knowing how

• o •°•% %. . %-% . •.oo•• • . ° .... . . .o.... . o... .. . .°o - . •....
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to use allies. You have to be clear as to what kind of

Use of allies people you are dealing with. Some join you mostly for

political convenience and have no other bonds -- as for

example the Hungarians in World War II. As a result, their

divisions couldn't be used in the defense at all, and could

only be used to a very small extent in the attack.

Nevertheless, most of our commanders insisted on treat-

ing them just as if they were German divisions. As a result

of their lack of political motivation, and this poor hand-

ling by German commanders, I saw the Hungarian Second Army

throw away their rifles and run for home. How do you hand-

le allies like that? We should have never put them to-

gether with the Italians and the Roumanians in one long

unbroken front. A front like that had to fall apart. After

all, why should an Italian fight at the River Don? He simply

doesn't have any interest in it. No politician can motivate

an Italian to fight under circumstances like that.

Instead, we should have split up our allies' forces into

smaller groups, perhaps reinforced regiments, and distributed

them to German divisions. That might have been reasonably

useful, at least for purposes such as rotating German units

out of the line for rest and recreation.

I once had the Third Hungarian Army under me. As you

A few good know, I didn't think very much of the Hungarian forces. But
battalions

can siffenin any case, to stiffen them I placed individual German

an armny battalions in among the Hungarian divisions. At least in
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the attack that worked reasonably well, until finally the

Russians realized that they were facing nothing but a cloud.

I've used that kind of stiffening with weak troops on

other occasions. Once I had a German mortar brigade, comn-

Five tanks posed mostly of old men, that was perfectly worthless. But

poorfe biad then I gave them five tanks and sent them into the attack,
porbrgd

.v' and they worked out beautifully. They had no infantry train-

ing, but as soon as the tanks attacked, they ran right along

behind. After all, that's all they had to do in order to

have a success.

Q: I'd like to return to the question of bombing versus

strafing, where you gave us the very interesting answer that

bombing could often betray very valuable informaztio-n to the

enemy. How would you compare the actual effect of bombing

versus strafing on your troop movements and your trucks?

A: As you know, to get much effect out of bombing the bomb

has to be aimed very accurately, which happens rarely in

Strafing much combat. On the other hand, aircraft machine gun fire makes

moreeffetive life extremely uncomfortable on the ground -- and seems to
* than bombing

leave more margin for error.

It's easy for people to get used to air attack, although

it is important to remember that different people react dif-

ferently to air attack. For instance, the Hungarians and the
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*Russians very Italians and the Roumanians were never able to stand up to
resistant to

air atackair attack. In contrast, the Russians stand up very well
unde airtatack

Q: Many people have observed that the Russians -- although

very tough under some circumstances such as in the defense,

under air attack, and so on -- sometimes fall apart sur-

prisingly easily. What are your views on whether it's

possible to understand the circumstances under which the

Russians are likely to shatter?

A: The Russians, like the Chinese, are very hard to under-

stand. I had quite a bit of experience with the Russians,

not only in World War II, but even in World War I when I

was commander of a mountain infantry company on the Russian

Front and fought behind the Russian lines for a while. In

small matters I was able to predict pretty soon what the

Unpredict- Russians would do. But in major events I was never able to
* ~ability ofunesadotopeitwathRusaswr lklyo
* Russians -

do, nor do I think that anyone else has ever been able to

do so.

The Russians are astonishingly unpredictable and

astonishingly hard for a Westerner to u-iderstand. They

*Herd behavior are a kind of herd animal, and if you can once create panic
among Russians

in some portion of the herd it spreads very rapidly and

leads to a major collapse. But the things that cause that

panic are unknowable. In other things the Russians are

hard to predict, too. You may find that for a long time
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F Ithey are mistreating prisoners in an abominable way, and

suddenly they turn around and treat them like angels. Some

people think that the Russians are likely to collapse when

surprised but that has little to do with it. You can't get

inside the Russian mentality.

In minor matters some actions of the Russians were

predictable if you observed them very closely. For instance,
if along the front there was a lot of restlessness at night,

and meetings were taking place, and you could hear shouts

of "Hurrah!", it was always a sure sign that there would be

an attack coming the next morning.

However, during World War II the Russians had relatively

few of these idiosyncrasies that gave away their intentions.

During World War I, I observed that they were much more likely

to indulge in these peculiar behavior characteristics. But

as you know, the Russian People changed remarkably between

World War I and World War II. By the time of World War II,

they really were not the same people at all any more.

Q: Could you tell us somethin about some of the imvortant

chanaes in armored tactics. formations. and oraanizations

that took vlace between the beainnina of World War II and

the end of World War II?

A: As you know. I developed the basic tactics of the ar-

mored infantry when I was in the Mobile Troops Inspectorate.

I must say, that in the course of the war the armored

A A.

~.***v*, ** ......... ...
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* Armored v.s. infantry tactics didn't change much from these basics, ex-
unarmored cept possibly for some changes in the weapons used on the
infantry
tactics personnel carriers and technical changes like that. The

tactics were essentially the movement and covering fire

(Feuerschutz*) tactics of the unarmored infantry. You built

up covering fire to allow movement forward.

The major difference was that we in the armored infantry

The role of used to drive forward as far as possible, using our weapons
the armored from the vehicles if necessary, until we ran into anti-tank
personnel
carrier weapons strong enough to stop the vehicles. At that point

we unloaded and proceeded forward on foot just like un-armored

infantry. I would say there was very little that changed

fundamentally in armored infantry tactics throughout the

course of World War II.

Q: Isn't it true that the motorcycle infantry was also a

very important component of the blitzkrieg successes, par-

ticularly in France? *

A: Most certainly. The motorcycle infantry was particularly

important in order to get very, very quickly to the decisive

point. The motorcycles were very valuable as a pure means

Motorcycle of rapid movement and, as a result, motorcycle units were
units in

* frot of anks often far out in front of the tanks. On the other hand,

they had some drawbacks. They were very much restricted to

paved roads and they were noisy, which made it difficult to

do reconnaissance while on the motorcycle.

*-Literal translation is "fire protection".

% .. >
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From the early 30's, I advocated equipping infantry

V with bicycles in preference to motorcycles for the reasons

Unex'ploited that bicycles would be very quiet, would be able to go off

bdicyclaeso the roads onto trails, and would be almost as fast as motor-

infantry cycles. However, I didn't have the time or the position to

fight for this position. I had some actual experience with

bicycle infantry because right after the First World War

I commanded a bicycle infantry company, and then later

I commanded the first bicycle infantry battalion in Germany.

However, bicycle infantry was never very popular with the

troops because, of course, all that pumping was more effort

than riding comfortably on a nice, powerful motorcycle.

Nevertheless, the mobility of the bicycle troops was quite

good. It was absolutely no problem to make a hundred

kilometers in a day.

Of course, a key problem with bicycles in combat is that

they tend to get loaded up with all kinds of stuff that doesn't

*Vehicles and belong there. The troops are riding along and suddenly they
impedimenta see a goose. "Snap!", the goose's neck is off and she's

strapped onto the bicycle. You have a similar problem with

tanks, of course. Every tank has its own mascot, and so when

a tank unit moves out, it's like a zoological garden going on

promenade. Here you have a goat, there you have a hen, and

over there you have a goose.

To return to motorcycles, another thing the motorcycles

proved to be very useful for was to move out very quickly

in advance of the main forces in order to grab a bridge
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before it could be blown up. This happened time after

Motorcycle time in the advance through France, and had a good deal

edit spe eaof to do with greatly speeding up the rate of movement of
armored forces our main forces.

Q: What happened later on in the war with motorcycles?

Did they disappear due to the mud and heavy opposition on

the Russian Front or did they remain a valid means of

mobility?

A: The motorcycle remained useful throughout the rest of

the war. And, of course, It remained very popular with the

troops because you could carry all those nice things like

Decline of a goose, a calf, or a bottle of wine on it. The main prob-
motorcycle not
due to combat lern was that the production was not adequate to make tip

for the losses in the normal combat attrition. And this

was what caused the decline of the motorcycle -- not at

all a decline in combat usefulness.

To understand how this could be, we have to go back to

the production situation before the war. In charge of pro-

duction was my superior, General von Schell, and he was the

kind of man who was very willing to accept existing limi-

tations. lie would tell you "This is the production capacity

we have, more isn't to be had, and you'll have to make do

Failure to with what you're getting." So, as a result, we entered

prtvide fr World War II with peacetime production rates for motor-

production cycles, and they were never increased afterwards. Therefore,
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as the war went on, and we kept on losing motorcycles to

combat attrition and wear and tear, we were never able to

replace them adequately. And so the motorcycle units grad-

ually declined in strength.

In the same sense, the crisis of the German army in

front of Moscow at the end of the first autumn was really

Lack of tank a production crisis. Because of General von Schell, we
- production

causd Mocow were still at peacetime production rates for tanks during

cri-sis that entire autumn. And, as combat attrition accumulated,

we wound up with valuable tank crews fighting in black

uniforms in the snow as infantry men -- and being totally

wasted.

General von Schell had extraordinary powers in his

position as head of Army Equipment Production in the War

Power of the Ministry but, despite this, he was never able to control
automotive the very powerful automobile industry -- because of their
industry

political connections. Their interests, of course, were

always primarily directed at being in a good position for

peacetime automobile production at the end of the war.

Therefore, when General von Schell suggested that all the

small automobile factories be shut down as a means of in-

creasing the efficiency of production, the big industrial-

ists, of course, were delighted. I made the opposite

suggestion -- that we strengthen the small factories with

some extra workers and use them as our tank depots for the

rebuilding and repairing of tanks, because in this way we

would get far more responsive tank repair than we were
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getting from the major companies. Schell and the industry

were very opposed to this idea. I was proposed as General

von Schell's successor. But I hadn't the slightest desire

to take this staff job and I got out of it as quickly as

I could.

You know, the Army High Command always used Schell as

a means of opposing and inhibiting Guderian. Since our

Hq Staff used whole General Staff really didn't believe in armored war-
Schell to fare, they were very happy to pit von Schell against Guderian
constrain
armored force as a way of constraining the growth of the armored forces.
development Schell himself was useful to them in this regard because

he was an extremely ambitious man, and I mean ambitious in

a strictly personal sense.

As an example, after the campaign in France, Hitler

ordered that the light tanks be regunned with the 5cm

instead of the 3.7cm, and that the heavy tanks get the

long-barrelled 7.5cm to replace the short, low velocity*I
7.5. So Fromm, Schell and I had a meeting to implement this

order. Schell announced that it was a requirement that no

gun could overhang a tank chassis, supposedly in order to

prevent tanks from getting "entangled" in woods. Now Schell

* - Minister of War
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had never driven a tank and Fromm had seen tanks only in

pictures. And therefore Hitler's order to install long-

barrelled 7.5cm guns was not implemented. This was a direct

cause of the crisis in front of Moscow. Hitler discovered

later that his order had been circumvented and was furious,
,

but Schell was never punished -- because Brauchitsch covered

for him, having previously illegally directed Schell to

hamper Guderian.

The conflict between Schell and Guderian was so bitter

that, in order to get anything done, I always had to pretend

that the other party opposed it. So I would go to Guderian

and I would say "We need to get this done, but Schell is

against it," and Guderian would immediately say, "What,

Schell is against it! We must have this done." Then I

would go to Schell and I would turn the whole thing around and

tell him that Guderian was against it, and he would say, "Oh,

then we definitely must do it!"

After this happened several times, I went to Guderian

and I said, "Look, General, we know each other well; it's

time to be frank." Then I explained to him that this conflict

between him and Schell was making progress in armored weapons

production impossible. Then I explained to him the game I

4.

* - Chief of the OKH (Army Headquarters)

-i7
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was playing with him and with Schell. Guderian laughed

and laughed and laughed, and he said "Fine. You go tell

Schell exactly what you just told me, and tell him I'm

prepared to resolve our conflict in order to make progress."

Well, when I went to Schell, and explained to him the same

thing, Schell went right through the ceiling and he said,

"No one but you could possibly dare to tell me that." And

so we were never able to resolve the conflict between Schell

and Guderian, and I went back to playing those silly games.

This incident though, shows you the difference in

An example of character between the two men. Guderian was a man of
Guderian's extraordinary character. Later on, when Schell was com-
character

mander of the 4th Division in my Corps, he failed miserably

as division commander in front of Kiev, and I had to report

on his performance during these battles. But Guderian

sheltered him, took him in, and arranged a job for him at

the Armored Warfare School, even though Guderian knew

very well how badly Schell had treated him at Headquarters.

That's a tribute to Guderian's character.

Q: What was the influence of combat troops on the design,

development, and production of tanks and other armored

weapons during the war?

" User had little A: In general, not very much influence. Combat troops
*" influence on

tank design were occasionally called in and asked how they would ad-

dress certain problems; but overall, this area was quite

• P : .. . .. 5 . *. - *
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heavily dominated by Hitler's direct interest. Fortunately,

in determining the technical design priorities among armor

protection, mobility, and weaponry, Hitler happened to make

exactly the right choice and put the major emphasis on

weaponry. But, nevertheless, he was descending from his

role as Chief of State to get involved in the muck and in-

fighting of tank development and production. And, as a

result of the dictatorship, no teamwork evolved.

The influence of the armored combat troops depended

very much on who was Inspector of the Mobile Troops. While

I held that position, I did everything in my power to make

sure that combat troops would have a great deal of influence.

But after I left, not much was done with this position, the

troops quickly lost all influence and the office disinte-

grated.

When I first arrived into this position, I looked over

Attemapts to the really filthy situation of armor production and develop-

ceenup mor ment and decided that the only way to clean it up was to

*production get Hitler directly involved, which I then proceeded to do.

That in fact, worked quite well, and I was able to straigh-

ten things out for a while.

However, dealing at this level could get you into some

very dangerous situations. For instance, in January 1942

I reported to Hitler that the monthly production of tanks

was 30 per month and that this was inadequate. Hitler said
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The dangers of "No, I just had a report that it's 60 this month" --

teliing the
truth about the and I replied, "In that case, you've been lied to."

arnr mess At this point Field Marshal Keitel, who was standin~g

next to Hitler, said "If so, then I am the liar." As you

can see, in these situations one was gambling with one's

head. You just had to grit your teeth and remain firm

in pursuing the greater goal.

Our worst problems in weapons development and produc-

tion came from the interference of all those lackeys around

Undue infZuence Hitler and from the influence of the industry. The industry
of industry of course, was only interested in what their position at

the end of the war would be. As a result, it proved im-

possible to achieve standardization or a rational choice

of vehicles, both armored and unarmored. The situation

when I took over command of my division (the llth Panzer

Division) in Russia was so bad with respect to diversity

of vehicles that I felt I had to write a very strong letter

to Hitler from the front. TIis letter dealt with the neces-

sity to take over the industry, to get real control over

it, and to standardize vehicles and engines in some reason-

able way. As it turned out, Hitler never was able to gain

control over the industry.

Q: Can you teZi us some more about changes in organization

in the course of the war?

A: In 1941-42 1 was given full authority to purge excess

motor vehicles from TO&E's throughout the entire Army.
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What was going on made no sense. One example: it had

Excessive developed over the course of time that the motorized
accumulation
of vehicles infantry regiments had collected about ten times as many
itn army TO&Es motorcycles per regiment as their armored infantry counter-

parts. The infantry defended this, saying that they needed

this many motorcycles for command purposes. I replied that,

if so, they were providing proof that the infantry is much

dumber than armor. In addition to excess vehicles, each

infantry regiment had managed to acquire an excess motor-

cycle infantry company that had no purpose -- it was just

there for fun.

Q: How do you feel about the idea that the more vehicles

you add to an organization -- whether it is a regiment or

a divisizon -- the more that organi~zation tends to clog up

the roads and the less mobile the organization becomes?

A: Of course that is correct. I have always been a strong

Small divisions advocate of small divisions in order to gain maneuverability
preferred and mobility. But the most important reason for keeping

divisions small is to make it possible for average officers

to lead them swiftly and flexibly.

The kind of division organization that I would prefer

Suggested is about 4 infantry battalions, half very light and mobile;

* . ivio half armored; 1 tank regiment with 3 tank battalions; and

organization one anti-tank gun battalion. That would do nicely and could

be easily led.
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Such a division would have perhaps 10,000 men -- in-

cluding a separate replacement unit not to be used as a

Imrportance of stop-gap infantry unit. Thus, the division would have

porlyizngt some ability to regenerate quickly. You know, during the

rep lace combat war we never adequately exploited the regeneration capa-
losses bility we already had within our divisions.

Q: What were the changes you observed in reconnaissance

units and tactics between the beginning of World War 11

and the end? I am speaking here of both ordinary recon-

naissance units as well as armored reconnaissance units.

A: Before the war, I helped to reorganiie both ordinary

organizing reconnaissance units and armored reconnaissance units.

reconaisance In the case of straight infantry divisions, we placed their
before WWII

reconnaissance on horseback and on bicycles in order to

save trucks and armored vehicles.

In the cavalry division, the situation was enough to

make an old dog howl. They had packed a machine gun and

all kinds of accompanying ammunition plus the rider on the

Cavalry poor horse's back. I changed that by introducing load-
reconnaissance

carrying animals. The horse is quite unsuitable for load-

carrying, and as an old mountain infantryman from World

War I, I had quite a bit of experience with mules. Mules

are, of course, incredibly tough. I chose mules in pref-

erence to asses, because most of the asses available to us

at that time had too few legs -- most of them had two legs
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rather than four. Also, of course, the ass had too short

a stride. We bought the mules from the British Army, which

was getting rid of their mules. Introducing the mules

allowed us to eliminate trucks in mounted cavalry reconnais-

* sance squadrons.

We put the accompanying infantry on motorcycles -- thus,

no trucks needed. A few armored cars to throw in would have

been helpful, but we couldn't get any due to inadequate pro-

duct ion.

For the armored units, reconnaissance had to be motor-

ized. Armored cars or light tanks were very important.

Later in the war, we were very, very short of armored cars,

Specialized and I was in favor of using the Russian approach: they im-

aissae uecnt provised their reconnaissance around a couple of ordinary
justified only tanks used mostly as vehicles for a decent radio. Thus,
if really they got around having to organize reconnaissance battalions.
skilled

Of course, it's nice to have specialized reconnaissance

units, but only if they are really good and really skilled

at their job.

In the 11th Panzer Division I had a superb armored

Armored recon reconnaissance battalion, mostly because it was led by a
* effectiveness very, very skillful reconnaissance combat leader, an Aus-

people, not trian who was one of the best soldiers that ever served

* * maerielunder me. This officer was able to do phenomenal things

7-
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with the relatively poor materiel that was available.

Very important is to avoid making recc'nnaissance equip-

ment heavy. For this reason, we tried throughout the war

Germans never to develop a decent light tank for the reconnaissance units,
solved problem but we were never successful. In contrast, the wheeled
of good armored
reconnaissance armored cars worked better, but the eight-wheeler had the
vehicle serious disadvantage of being much too large and heavy,

while the four-wheeler wasn't really mobile enough in

cross-country work.

You know, the eight-wheeler was so big and heavy be-

cause the reconnaissance troops, naturally, wanted as big

KRecon vehicles a cannon as they could get. Well, that doesn't work. You
always tend to
get too heavy can't have a big cannon and still have the reconnaissance

vehicle light and mobile enough to do good reconnaissance

work.

As the war progressed, the infantry divisions simply

didn't get any reconnaissance units at all, mostly for

Recon units lack of equipment -- there simply weren't any more light

disapeardue armored vehicles available because they hadn't made the
to Zack of
equipment necessary production provisions before the war. Then they

were more interested in making cars for family picnics.

And of course, the mules were running out, too. So, in

general, the infantry divisions had to improvise recon-
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F naissance with captured vehicles, trucks, etc.. Trucks

were acceptable if you just put in a couple of observers

besides the driver. But if you filled up the truck with

20 troops, one hand grenade thrown into the middle of it

- would wipe out 20 instead of 2.

The armored reconnaissance battalions of the tank

divisions, in theory, remained unchanged in concept through-

* out the war: two or three armored cars, a company of mo-

torized infantry, and a company of motorcycle infantry.

Actually, they were furnished almost nothing as the war

progressed.

Q: Isn 't it true that Guderian comrplained bitterly in

1943 about the fact that the armored divisions on the

Eastern Front were seriously neglecting their recon-

naissance units?

A: Sure. I dissolved most of my armored reconnaissance

Baick dissolves battalions and reduced the rest -- simply because the
armored recon materiel wasn't there. One unit would get the equipment,
urnits

two would get nothing. So we improvised our reconnaissance

from whatever we had available: a few cars or a tank or

two. That works too, you know.

Q: In the deep Russian mud of the typical fall or spring

on the Eastern Front, was there much difference between

tanks of light footprint and tanks of heavy footprint

pressure, or between tracks and wheels? Was it possible
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to see useful, practical differences in mobility between

these various vehicle types? Or was it the case that

nothing moved in the deep mud, and it didn't really much

matter whether you had tracks or wheels?

Wheels vs.tracks A: They all got stuck in the mud.
in Russian mud

The real differences were that the ground one division

was on might be better than the grounu of another division.

People and Then one could move and the other couldn't. Furthermore,
-terrain dif-terran dif- there were also skillful and clumsy divisions. One could
ferences
determined achieve what the other couldn't. Some divisions became
mobi lity morethan vehicle very inventive in bypassing very poor terrain. It was

differences amazing where they could go with just any old truck, if

they were clever.

Q: Did you have a chance to try out large divisions along-

side small ones to see what their relative effectiveness

was?

A: That experiment arranged itself, frequently. As corps

commander, you got both small and large divisions.

Actually, Guderian was a strong advocate of the big

division, suprisingly enough. He liked divisions like %

the Gross Deutschland Division, which I commanded for a

while. That division was so big and fat that you could

split it in two, and you would have two divisions, each of

which would be fat enough by itself.

-Z
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Now a man like Guderian could lead such a large divi-

Simall divisions sion. But the average division commander from across the
essential, street has to be able to command the organization -- that's
given average
leaders hip the real problem. Then clearly the small divisions were

superior in maneuverability and speed.

This leads me to bring up an entirely different prob-

lem, one that I in fact raised during the war when I was

in the Army High Command. I strongly believed that we

Need three actually needed three different kinds of armored divisions:
kinds of one, a heavy breakthrough division; the second, a normal
armored

*divisions armored division for conducting the usual mobile operations;

__ and the third an anti-breakthrough division for dealing

with breakthroughs by the enemy.

The breakthrough division should consist of perhaps

Breakthrough 2 battalions of very heavily-armored tanks with extra-

divisionpowerful cannons organized into a tank regiment, throw in

some light tanks for reconnaissance, and another regiment

of 2 battalions of assault infantry in heavily armored

personnel carriers. Unfortunately, we piecemealed our

heavy 45-ton tanks amongst all our divisions, got very

little effect from them, and they were mostly quickly lost.

For instance, one division got a battalion of 40 heavy

tanks and the next morning had 2 left, because they were

not technically trained. Instead, we should have gathered
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the heavy tanks into three or four breakthrough divisions.

With these three or four we would have certainly captured

Leningrad and, similarly, finished off Stalingrad.

The normal armored division for major operations would

be organized as we discussed before.

The anti-breakthrough division was an idea that I had

after I had captured about 600 Russian anti-tank guns out-

Anti-break- side Kiev. These could have been organized into perhaps two
througvh divisions -- after being rebored for German caliber without
division

any noticeable burden on our industry. We could have added

a little infantry and some combat engineers. These anti-

breakthrough divisions would have been assigned to Army

Group level and employed only to cut off enemy breakthroughs --

not for ordinary attack or defense. In fact, we constructed

one such division, and the Corps to which it was given

immediately put it into heavy attack from which it couldn't

be extricated. And so the division was wiped out, due to

incompetence.

The height of incompetence, though, was the artillery

Uselessness division; a case of clear insanity. In order to com-
of the -- t
artillery pound the insanity, this division -- in addition to having

division an enormous amount of artillery -- was given direct-fire

cannon battalions that couldn't fight and had no in-

..
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fantry training, and assault gun battalions that were far

K too immobile. I tried such divisions twice in combat,

and they broke down immediately both times. What we should

have done was to have organized these divisions into 2

V brigades -- perhaps given them a reconnaissance battalion

and some combat engineers, and then used them as Army re-

serves to throw in as support wherever they were directly

useful.

Q: What about the use ful~ness of assault guns?

A: When Guderian first set up his armor training school

many people were opposed and among them, in particular,

*Artillery's were the artillerists who were quite angry because they
attempt to
compete with felt that they were the natural home for anti-tank gunnery.
armor So the artillery invented the assault gun to compete with

armor.

One of these artillery people became commander of an

*The artillery armored division -- and what did he do? He always employed
approach to7armor tactics his tanks in batteries of 4 -- and used them as artillery

pieces. By this means, he took away from the tanks their

greatest strength, which was their mobility. Secondly,

the tank crews weren't trained as artillery gunners. Thirdly,

the tanks didn't have fragmenting ammunition. After all,

when two tanks are shooting at each other, you can stand

ten meters away and not get hurt.

%. % .*
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So this commander was unable to achieve what he had

promised, which was to separate the Russian infantry from

their tanks. Instead, what he achieved was a big mess.

In its first combat, this division collapsed in no time

at all, because it was organized in such a silly way and

because the commands it received were so idiotic. When this

happened, interestingly enough, the commander was very angry

and blamed everyone but himself. This just shows that in

the armor business it is easy to have first-class foul-ups.

Q: Did armored reconnaissance tactics change much dur-ing

World War II?

Recon tactics A: The tactics really didn't change at all during the war.
unchanged

during ~ Only the materiel changed somewhat as we had to start impro-

vising.

The last time that reconnaissance tactics changed in

a major way was during World War I, immediately after our first

successful attack on France in 1914. At the beginning of

World War I, our reconnaissance cavalry was taught to attack

recklessly, regardless of the opposition and regardless of

the potential losses. They would simply shout "Hurrah!" and

ride down whatever opposition they had. The fact that France

was in the dark for months after our first major offensive

was due entirely to this reconnaissance tactic. We essen-

tially wiped out the French reconnaissance which left them
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F unable to observe and estimate the nature of our first

offensive. However, we achieved this at great cost. It

cost us the cadre of our best cavalry officers.

Infiltration- Thereafter, reconnaissance tactics changed over to an

nypesrean infiltration type of approach which was used for the rest

from WWI of World War I and throughout World War Il.

Let me add that it is important to understand that

Recon skills reconnaissance is a funny, specialized kind of thing --

* are niqueone man can do it and the other can't -- and that is
* and rare

where the biggest differences lie.

Q: What evolution in anti-tank defense did you see during

the course of World War II? Was it pretty much the same

thing in~ Russia as in Africa?

A: Yes, there was little difference throughout the war.

*Qualities of What was most needed for anti-tank work was an easily
good anti-tank moved, easily handled gun with great penetration -- and
weapon*

we needed to have masses of these guns.

*-In a previous conversation General Balck explained the
important German concept of panzer divisions being composed
of three essential combat arms: tanks, armored infantry, and
anti-tank guns (or PAK). The anti-tank guns were not primarily
for the defense of the other arms as in U.S. doctrine. Instead,
they were to be used to form a strong front to block a break-
through, or to hold the enemy in place, while the tanks enveloped

- him or hit him in the flanks or rear.
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The 7.5cm eventually became the backbone of the anti-

75rmm was best tank units and was a good, suitale gun, very similar to
AT weapon the Russian 7.62cm. The 8.8cm gun was never part of the

normal anti-tank unit organization. The 8.8cm was found

only in flak units. Of course, it was frequently used for

anti-tank work by the flak units, but this was a secondary

role. And although the 8.8cm gun had excellent penetration,

it was really large, quite immobile, and hard to handle.

We badly needed to assemble decisive concentrations

of anti-tank strength by putting together PAK or anti-tank

divisions consisting of several hundred guns. These would

be used in countering breakthroughs to provide a stiff

defense for Soviet attacks to run up against.

Q: What was your view of self-propelled anti-tank guns?

A: I'm somewhat against them. I prefer towed guns because

Self-propelled the towing vehicle can become useful then, too, instead of
vs. towed AT
guns being only a dedicated chassis for the gun. The towing

vehicle can be used for transporting ammunition or casual-

ties, etc.. If it breaks down, the gun is not immobilized.

After all, you can simply take that gun and put it behind

another vehicle as a second towed gun.

It is absolutely impossible to get along in armored

Anti-tank guns warfare without anti-tank cannons. Typically, you could
funda'nen tal toblitzkrieg start out a battle with 50 tanks and 100 anti-tank cannons

and within a day you might be down to 10 tanks but almost

all of your anti-tank cannons would still be there. So even
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though the tanks were quickly lost or attrited, you still

had plenty of defensive strength left, and could do some-

thing against the opposing Russian forces with your sur-

viving anti-tank cannons.

Also of great importance is good tank repair to turn

around broken or damaged tanks as quickly as possible and

* - get them back into battle -- and you need this tank repair

Tank repai~r very near the front. Of course the repair people have a

muthe neart natural tendency to fall back further to the rear -- to

the nearest spa or resort area. Whenever I took over a

new command, the first thing I did was to comb out the

- most attractive villages and towns to round up these people

* - and get them to work near the front. For instance, when

I took over my Army Group, each division's tank workshop

was located on the Rhine. And each repaired tank had to

make the long climb out of the Rhine Valley, causing most

to break down again. Inside 24 hours, I had all the work-

shops practically on the front. You see, good leadership

has to take care of these kinds of things.

The troops have to be taken care of -- you have to

attend to their food, their clothing, their shelter, their

medical care -- and all these logistics arrangements must

-Logistics function. For this reason, good combat leaders cannot

dion'wthou ignore the resupply and administrative functions. And

conrnand from to really get these functions to operate well, you can

the rontdo it only from the front -- by constantly checking that

.7
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the troops at the front are actually receiving what the

logisticians claim they're providing.

The real nature of combat command is extremely varied:

One day you may be dealing with close combat, the next day

you will be involved in an artillery duel, and the day

after that you have to be commanding economic warfare. You

simply have to adapt and use the means at hand.

Q: How did you achieve real cooperation between air forces -

and ground forces? For example, in the attack on the village

in your rear that was occupied by Russian tanks?

A: The tactical air commander for the Central Front was a

very competent, responsible man, General Seidemann. In

the battles of my Corps around Kiev, we worked together

beautifully. I simply called him in and I said, "Look.

We intend to do the following thing about that village in

our rear. Do you want to give a hand?" He said "Of course,"

Good air-ground and from that point on there was no further friction. If the

dooentrire people you are working with are reasonable, you can accom-

complex coordi- plish everything. If they're silly, you can't get anything

nationmeans done. I didn't concern myself at all with who was to issue

the commands, or how many airplanes were to be sent, or any

of those details. I simply said, "The panzers are breaking

into the village at 5:00, and the last bomb should fall at

5:00. Will that work?" "Yes, it'll work." "Fine, let's

go ahead." That was all it took to get the matter accomplished.
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Q: But it's not possible that, on the average, your air-

ground cooperation could have been this outstanding through-

out the entire war. After all, we had tremendous problems

in that area, and still do.

A: You can only solve this air-ground problem in a per-

Only people sonal way. You have to put two people together who can
who want to work together. This same problem exists throughout all
cooperate
can solve of war. You can't put two people together at a table who
air-ground aren't able to work together.
problem

Our people were very good at this: putting together

two people who were bitter enemies and couldn't work to-

gether, and then wondering why things worked out so badly.

In this respect, I think the French were well ahead of us.

I believe that already in World War I they would never

separate a general and his chief of staff if they were

working together well. Both would grow together. Our

system liked to frequently rotate and change chiefs of

Air and staff. You know there's no reason why you can't put a~ground
generals ground general and an air general together in the same

should grow way, and allow them to grow together.
together

Very important in this matter of achieving air and

Air-ground ground cooperation is to not let the bureaucratic aspects
problem hasno bureau- stand in the foreground. The only way to solve the pro-

cratic blem of cooperation is through the personal relations of
solution

the people involved.

2---. -
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Because we got along, it worked beautifully with

General Seidemann, and we were able to accomplish anything.

If he wanted something from me, I would tell him directly

I can do it or I can't do it. Then it would get done or

it wouldn't get done. And vice versa, if I wanted some-

thing from him. The dominant factor is mutual confidence.

I only had one difference of opinion with Seidemann. It

happened that I wanted to get some resupply to one of my

units, and I said to Seidemann, "Oh, you can handle that for

me, can't you?" And he said, "What!" "We're attack pilots,

not supply troops." And I said, "OK, OK -- the people will

get their bread even without you!"

In this matter of air-ground cooperation, you have to

Give air full give the air an unencumbered area of responsibility -- as
re sponsibi lity "for the job unencumbered as possible. If you give him the full re-

sponsibility to do the job, then you won't be getting a

lot of questions on what to do next.

Q: What if you would have had five times as many attack

aircraft, and a general as cooperative as General Seidemann

to command them? Do you think you would have been able to

achieve a great deal more?

Effects of A: I don't think so. I generally achieved whatever I was
more air

supposed to achieve.

.-
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F. Q: How were you organized for tank repair? How adequate

were your capabilities for tank recovery from the battle-

field, particularly during retrograde movement?

A: At the regimental level we had a maintenance unit for

normal day-to-day care of the tanks. At the division level

we had a full workshop that could do all kinds of repairs,

Organizzati.on change motors, etc.. For tanks that were too badly shot
for tank

repairup and too badly damaged to be repaired at the division,

we simply sent them back to depots in the Homeland. We

almost never had depots at levels between the division

and the Homeland. As far as being able to recover tanks

from the battlefield, we had special companies for doing

this but we never provided enough capacity in this area.

If we had had adequate capacity we would have been able

to also recover lots of Russian tanks.

Q: What about using captured Russian tanks?

A: Even before the war I was asked that same question:

Should we make use of captured Russian tanks or not? My

answer at the time was, "Let's capture them first, then

Can use we can worry about what to do with them." Actually, there

catansut are problems in using captured enemy tanks. The troops
*not at the generally like to try to use them, but either they quickly

frontget shot up by friendly fire or they get used up very

quickly because of lack of spares and lack of crew training.

.1 I6
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Then they are wasted and left behind. I have always felt

that we should have had a special organization to make

use of captured enemy tanks. This organization would

reccver the tanks, bring them back to depots, fix them

up and then find uses for them, preferably in static and

defensive positions. At the time, I thought a good use

for tanks captured in Russia would have been as dug-in,

armored pillboxes in the Atlantic Wall. The important

thing, however, is not to try to use them at the front.

Q: Could you give us your views concerning the useful-

ness of the self-propeZled assault gun?

A: The assault gun was an abortion created by the artillery

and our development and procurement organization. As soon

as we had created it, the Russians immediately imitated

it without any other reason. We found that in combat the

Assault gun assault gun was unusable in armored divisions. The reason
* ineffective

was that assault guns were never fast and mobile enough,
because of their overloaded chassis. They were somewhat

usable in infantry divisions for fire support in infantry

assault or defense, or as an anti-tank gun. However, there

is no question that a tank would have been far better and

much more sensible from a production point of view. The

Russians had a fairly good assault gun that was interesting

because it was small and quite low. But just as with us,

it was certainly not as good as their tank.

ea
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Q: Do you feel that artillery in armored divisions should

r. be self-propelled?

A: In combat, towed artillery was more than mobile enough

for armored divisions. If you want artillery to move faster

Towed artillery yet, then what you need is a tank, not an artillery piece.
better thanI'covnethttibuiesosefpoledgs
self-propelled Imcovne thttibuiesosefppledgs

* is more a matter of fashion than of utility. Self-pro-

pelled chassis have quite a number of disadvantages in-

cluding the fact that they are very large and visible and

vulnerable to being found by air reconnaissance. Towed

artillery, on the other hand, is much smaller, more easily

7 camouflaged, and, of course, you can use the towing truck

for many other purposes.

Guderian faced this problem of whether to use self-

propelled guns before the invasion into France. He was

asked whether he wanted to have self-propelled mortars or

Guderian the old model of towed mortars for his campaign in France.
rejected
self-propelled He said, "Under no circumstances do I want to have anything

r7artillery to do with self-propelled mortars. I much prefer the old

model of towed mortar."

Q: We know that -speed of response, considering time re-

quired to make new decisions and to execute new orders,

is essential to fast-moving blitzkrieg operations. How

would you comrpare the relative time to respond of German,

* I.;.Russian, and American divisions in combat? Can you give

some specific estimates and speci.fic times?

W
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A: First of all, you must realize that on many occasions,

the Russians did not respond at all, in view of their

Russian surprising inertia and sluggishness. I'll give you one
sluggishness example of this: In my Corps sector, I ordered an attack

on a very narrow front preceded by an artillery preparation

using 4 divisions' worth of artillery. After the attack

was launched, we realized that the Russians hadn't paid

any attention at all to the preparation.

As a good example of how fast a German division could

respond -- I was heavily engaged in an attack with the

llth Panzer Division near Chir. Corps Headquarters called

Response time up at 7 o'clock in the evening and said that there had been
• of a German "f division a serious breakthrough 20 kilometers to my left, and that

I should hurry over and take care of the breakthrough. .

I said, "Well, let me clean up the situation here and then

I'll take care of the breakthrough." They said, "No, the

situation on your left is terrible, and you've got to cease

your attack immediately and clean up the breakthrough as

fast as possible." I immediately gave the verbal orders

extricating us from the attack and directing the division

on how to move and prepare for the new counterattack

against the breakthrough 20 kilometers away. We launched

our counterattack at 5 o'clock the next morning, and

achieved such surprise that we bagged 75 Russian tanks

without the loss of a single one of our own. Of course,

one of the key reasons why we were able to achieve such

quick movement was that I marched with the units. After

, a4
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all, the men were dead tired and nearly finished. I rode up

and down the columns and asked the troops whether they

preferred to march or bleed.

To compare our speed with the Russians, I would esti-

Speed of mate that a Russian armored division would have required
Germlan,
Russian and at least 24 hours longer to have achieved the same move-

-American ment we achieved in 10 hours. I had much less experience
* divisions

compared against the Americans, so I can only guess that the Americans
would have been slightly faster than the Russians.

- I have another example where the 11th Panzer Division

had just completed a successful attack against some Russians

Another to its front when it got the word that five Russian infantry
exciurpledivisions were directly to its rear. I used only verbal

orders transmitted by radio to turn the division around.
ft We turned around, attacked the five infantry divisions to

our rear, and they collapsed in two hours from the time we

got the first word that they were advancing on our rear.

*-In a previous conversation, General Balck stated that,
as a matter of principle, he issued only verbal orders in
combat -- and that this was one of the critical elements
in achieving real speed of response.

1. . . . . . . . . .
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The secret of modern armor leadership is that every-

thing has to happen in the blink of an eye. That can only

be accomplished if the commander is right at the point of

action -- and only if the division has confidence that it

is being competently led.

Q: This is a question that has very important implications

for the feasibility of a successful NATO defense against

the Soviets in Central Europe today. We all know that the

German arnmy achieved amazing successes against much larger

Russian forces using high speed, mobile defense tactics.

However, this was achieved with highly experienced units

and leaders. Do you think it is possible for NATO9 units,

with no combat experience and only peacetime training, to

be able to apply those same tactics immediately upon the

outbreak of a war in Central Europe?

Feasibility A: If you have the right people in the right places, I

dfensebith think it may be possible to use mobile defense tactics

inexperienced immediately. If, on the other hand, you have asses as

NATO roops leaders, why then it is impossible.

Q: Can you tell us about the extent of tank crew losses

in battles where you took heavy tank losses?

A: Casualties in the tanks themselves were almost always

quite light. However, once the tank crew had to abandon

A- Zf
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Tank crew their tank, we often had to employ them immediately as
losses

infantry. And at this point we took unheard-of losses

among the tank crews because they had no infantry skills.

This is why I feel very strongly that all tank crews,

as well as all artillerymen and resupply troops, etc.,

Tank crews must have really thorough infantry training before they
need

infantryare put in combat. Very frequently, you have the situa-
training tion where you simply have to insert those people into

infantry combat and, when you do, the losses among them

are terrible if they are not trained.

Q: How were z.our divisions organized to replace combat

casualties?

A: We had a special unit in each division that we called

*Division-level the commander's reserve -- consisting of perhaps 2 to 3
rgacemetin companies in strength -- that contained all the trained

people that we needed to replace combat losses. This unit

- might have perhaps 20 artillerymen and 40 tank crewmen

* of different types, etc.. We also used this unit as a

school for NCOs at the same time.

7 All this worked well as long as you took extreme care

to make sure that nobody under you or above you -- at corps

level, for instance -- used this unit as an infantry outfit
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to plug sudden gaps or emergencies. Once you permitted

Skilled that, you could lose all your specialized replacements in
replacements
easily a matter of minutes. Eventually, as Army Group commander,
wasted I had to retain approval authority for any employment of

these division replacement units. You have to remember,

every responsible measure will be sabotaged, sooner or

later, by front line troops when they feel some urgent

need.

Q: Do you agree that units that are too large in combat -

for instance, companies of 220 men or divisions of 15,000

men -- simply incur unnecessary additional casualties with-

out achieving any additional results? After all, there's

a limit at every level to how many people a commander can

control and the people not under control become casualties

quickly.

A: Absolutely. That's why units have to be kept really

Large units small. You must keep in mind that you win wars only with
cause excess
casualties men, not masses. The principle of marching masses into

combat under little effective control is the principle

that the Russians often use.

The Russians clean out the prisons, form companies and

battalions, stick a few rifles in the hands of the prisoners

and march them off to the attack. They take unbelievable

losses -- maybe they achieve something and maybe they don't-

but in either case the Russians say to themselves "Well, at

least we are rid of our criminals."

%I


